
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF MAORI ONCE A DYING

LANGUAGE

The story of the decline and revival of the MÄ•ori language is one of the major By the midth century there were concerns
that the language was dying out.

Gell, A. Maori sub-tribes each have their own unique artistic styles. This will address the problems caused by
the lack of ownership and leadership identified by the Office of the Auditor-General. Traditionally, large
meeting houses of the Maori were decorated with elaborately carved facades containing figures of their
ancestors. Tapu refers to sacredness that was assigned by status at birth. This will ensure that public bodies are
compelled to contribute to te reo's revival and that key agencies are held properly accountable for the
strategies they adopt. Maori housing today therefore typically reflects that of other urban New Zealanders.
Please and Thankyou,. All living languages are influenced by the other languages their speakers hear. Major
initiatives launched from the s have brought about a revival of te reo. I am optimistic that one day it will not
be rare to hear a conversation in the general public in te reo Maori. Wrapping in Images: Tattooing in
Polynesia. Artisans such as tattoo artists, canoe builders, house builders, and carvers were all classified as
tohunga in Maori. Current anthropological thinking places their origin in eastern Polynesia , mostly likely
from the Southern Cook or Society Islands region, and says that they arrived by deliberate voyages in
seagoing canoes [22] â€”possibly double-hulled, and probably sail-rigged. Premarital sexual relationships
were considered normal for Maori adolescents. Designs were placed on the chin and lips. In the s, the
government helped thousands of British people start a new life in New Zealand. Tattooing marked their ritual
and public passage into adulthood. Preschools that offer instruction in Maori language have sprung up all over
the country at a rapid rate as a result of Maori activism. The entire structure was conceived as a representation
of an ancestor. It was also considered extremely attractive and erotic. One was by piercing and pigmenting the
skin with a tattooing comb. New Zealand. Holidays as Westerners view them did not exist in Maori society
before contact with other cultures. London: British Museum Press,  These dances are accompanied by song
and body percussion created by clapping hands, stomping feet, and slapping thighs. This holiday
commemorates the signing of the treaty that was supposed to guarantee their rights and privileges. ANZAC
Day, commemorating the Gallipoli landing, is a public holiday on April 25 each year and is marked with
increasingly well-attended ceremonies. The most famous Maori culinary tradition is the hangi. Intermarriage
between Maoris and Pakehas the Maori term for whites is common. Their culture dates back to around AD 
Tattooing among the Maori was highly developed and extremely symbolic. Archaeologists refer to two
branches of Maori: the archaic, and the traditional. In the mids Sir James Henare recalled being sent into the
bush to cut a piece of pirita supplejack vine with which he was struck for speaking te reo in the school
grounds.


